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In this paper the theory of jets based on Weil’s near points is applied to Lie
equations and pseudogroups. Linear systems of partial differential equations are
interpreted, in a canonical way, as distributions on the fibre bundles of invertible
jets invariant under translations. We prove the two fundamental theorems for Lie
equations and generalize the results of Rodrigues; a geometric correspondence
between linear and nonlinear Lie equations is given, and the symbols of a linear
Lie equation and its prolongations are canonically identified with the symbols of
their attached nonlinear equations. From this fact we deduce that a linear Lie
equation verifies the conditions of Goldsmichmidt’s criterion on formal integrabil-
ity if and only if its attached nonlinear Lie equation satisfies them locally. Finally,
we define the Cartan 1-form on the fibre bundle of invertible jets and give a global
form to the equivalence between the Lie and Cartan definitions of continuous
groups.  2000 Academic Press
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INTRODUCTION
 In this paper we apply Weil’s theory of near points, outlined in 15 and
 developed in 6, 11, 12 , to the study of Lie equations and pseudogroups.
 Lie proved in 9 the two fundamental theorems for infinite continuous
groups, pseudogroups defined by formally integrable analytic systems of
 partial differential equations. Rodrigues 14 proved these theorems for
regular Lie pseudogroups. Our exposition includes these results: we show
that there is a geometric correspondence between linear and nonlinear Lie
equations, no assumptions about formal integrability are made throughout
this paper, and the Lie pseudogroups considered are not supposed to be
generated by their infinitesimal transformations, either. At the same time
 we extend to all Lie pseudogroups the formalization of Molino 1 and
 Guillemin and Sternberg 5 for transitive Lie pseudogroups.
 The differences with the presentations of Spencer 7 and Malgrange
 10 are determined by the definition of the jet. Our starting point is the
characterization of jets on a smooth manifold M as ‘‘points proches,’’ in
 the sense of Weil 12, 15 , which brings us to define the invertible jets on
Ž .M as algebraic isomorphisms between quotient algebras of C M with
respect to powers of point ideals, and to think of jets of vector fields as
Ž .derivations from the algebra C M into such quotient algebras. This
point of view allows us an intrinsic interpretation of each linear system of
partial differential equations H l J l TM as a vertical distribution on the
fibre bundle of invertible l-jets, invariant by the translations obtained by
the composition with the invertible jets.
Using this new formalism the symbols of a linear Lie equation and its
attached nonlinear equation are canonically identified; this property is
shown to hold for their respective prolongations, without any assumptions
of regularity. From this fact and the geometric correspondence between
linear and nonlinear Lie equations it follows that a linear Lie equation
 verifies the conditions of Goldschmidt’s theorem on formal integrability 3
if and only if its attached nonlinear equation satisfies them locally. Our
natural presentation of the prolongation of a Lie equation may be com-
 pared with the second chapter of 7 and with the study of the prolongation
 of a regular Lie pseudogroup given in 14 .
In Section 5 we define on the fibre bundle of the invertible l-jets the
Cartan 1-form, whose coordinated 1-forms coincide with those introduced
     by Cartan 2 and studied by Kuranishi 8 and Rodrigues 14 . This 1-form
 is defined from the contact 1-form 4 and coincides, when it is specialized
 to the fibres of the bundle of invertible jets, with the fundamental form 5
defined on the l th order frame bundle. We end by giving a global form to
the equivalence between the Lie and Cartan definitions of the continuous
groups.
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1. INVERTIBLE JETS AND LINEAR SYSTEMS OF
PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
In this section we define a canonical isomorphism between the fibres of
the vector bundle J l TMM and the vertical tangent spaces to the fibre
lŽ .bundle of invertible jets  :  M M, which gives a characterization of
the linear systems of partial differential equations as certain distributions
of vertical vector spaces on the invertible jets.
Let M and N be smooth manifolds; we denote by  : MNM and
 : MNN the source and target projections, respectively. The local
mappings from M into N are the local cross-sections of the trivial bundle
lŽ . : MNM. Let  : J M, N M be the l-jets fibre bundle of local
l lŽ . Ž l .mappings from M into N; each jet   J M, N , with source p  
Ž l . Ž .and target q   , is an -algebra homomorphism C MN 
Ž . l1 Ž .C M  whose restriction to C M coincides with the naturalp
Ž . l1 Ž .homomorphism onto C M  , and specialized to C N is thep
Ž . Ž . l1composition of the natural homomorphism C N  C N  andq
Ž . l1 Ž . l1an -algebra homomorphism C N   C M  . This will beq p
denoted  l again, since it characterizes the jet. Let  : MN be a local
mapping; for each pDom  the transpose homomorphism * induces
Ž . l1 Ž . l1an -algebra homomorphism C N   C M  which weŽ p. p
denote by  or j l.p p
lŽ . Ž .If MN then the regular points of J M, M over *C M and
Ž . lŽ .*C M form an open subset  M ; its elements are the -algebra
l Ž . l1 Ž . l1isomorphisms  : C M   C M  . We will say that  :q p
lŽ . M M is the fibre bundle of inertible l-jets from M into M.
l Ž . lŽ .Let dim M n and  M be the fibre of  :  M M at p. Letp
l Ž . l1 l   Ž . l1p : C M    X , . . . , X  X , . . . , X be an iso-n p n 1 n 1 n
0 Ž  .morphism, in other words, an l th order frame on M at p p see 15 ;n
l Ž .we can define a diffeomorphism between the fibre  M and the l thp
ˇ lorder frame bundle M .n
l ˇ l M MŽ .p n
 l p l ln
l Ž .where  must be understood to be specialized to *C M . We write
Ž l .	1 l lŽ . for the inverse algebra isomorphism of   M . We denote
l lŽ . lŽ .by i : M M the section which applies each pM to i p , the
Ž . l1 l lŽ . Ž l .identity automorphism of C M m . If   M with    pp
Ž l . l l Ž . l1 Ž . l1and    x, then   : C M   C M  is the com-q x
position isomorphism.
Let  : MM be a local automorphism, then the prolongation to
lŽ . M of the local automorphism id  : MMMM transforms
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l lŽ . Ž l . Ž .Ž l . l each   M , with    pDom , in id      ;p
Ž .Ž lŽ ..  l lŽ .in particular, id  i p    j . The prolongation to  M ofp p
l lŽ .the local automorphism  id of MM sends each   M , such
Ž l . Ž .Ž l . Ž  .	1 lthat    pDom , to  id     .p
l lŽ . Ž l . Ž l .For each   M with    p and    q we denote by
l Ž . lŽ .lR the diffeomorphism between the fibres  M and  M defined by p q
l l 	1 l lŽ . Ž .lR     ; it is the translation attached to  .
We denote by J l TMM the ector bundle of all l-jets of local
cross-sections of TMM. For each pM the points of the fibre J l TMp
Ž . Ž . l1are algebraic homomorphisms from C TM onto C M  whosep
Ž . Ž .restrictions to C M coincide with the natural homomorphism C M 
Ž . l1C M  ; by composing then with the differentialp
 : C M  C TMŽ . Ž .
f  f where  f p , D D fŽ .p p
Ž .these homomorphisms are identified with derivations from C M into
Ž . l1 Ž . l1 Ž .C M  , where C M  is a C M -module by the naturalp p
homomorphism.
Using this characterization of the l-jets of vector fields as derivations we
lŽ . lstudy the vertical tangent space to  :  M M at the point  . The
lŽ . Ž . Ž .l lvertical vectors D  V  M are *C M -derivations C MM 
Ž . l1 Ž  . Ž .l C M  see 12 ; their specialization to *C M are -de- Ž .
Ž . Ž . l1 Ž . l1l lrivations C M  C M  , where C M  is endowed with Ž .  Ž .
Ž . Ž .a structure of C M -module by restricting to *C M the homomor-
l Ž . Ž . l1 lŽ .l lphism  : C MM  C M  . In particular, V  M 
 Ž . i Ž p.
Ž Ž . Ž . l1 . Ž . l1 Ž .Der C M , C M  , where C M  is a C M -module as p p
l1 lŽ .l la quotient ring with respect to  , and for each vector D  V  Mp  
we can write
D l  lD l l , i   Ž .
Ž l .	1 Ž . Ž . lŽ .l l l l l l lwhere D   D  R  D  V  M .i   Ž .    i   Ž .
lŽ .lEach vertical R -invariant vector field on  M defines a cross-sec-
tion of the vector bundle J l TMM whose value at pM is D l .i Ž p.
l lŽ .Conversely, each cross-section, D, of J TMM defines on  M a
vector field, which we still denote D, whose value at  l is D l
Ž 	1 . lŽ .l l l l lR D , where D is the tangent vector to  M at- i   Ž . i   Ž .
Ž l .tached to the image of   by the cross-section D.
We summarize the above discussion in the following fundamental theo-
rem.
THEOREM 1.1. For each pM there is a canonical isomorphism between
l lŽ .lthe fibre J TM and the ertical tangent space V  M ; moreoer, bothp i Ž p.
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Ž Ž . Ž . l1 . lspaces can be identified with Der C M , C M m . The ertical R - p 
lŽ .inariant ector fields on  M form a Lie algebra canonically isomorphic
to the module of global sections of J l TMM.
Remark. The above theorem allows us to define a structure of Lie
algebra on the module of global sections of J l TMM.
COROLLARY 1.2. The mapping
 l M  J l TM V  l MŽ . Ž .M
 l , D l l   lD l lž /i   Ž . i   Ž .
is an -isomorphism of fibre bundles oer M, when the fibred product is
lŽ .defined considering  :  M M.
Proof. It is by straightforward verification.
Each vector field D on M can be prolonged as an -vertical vector field
Ž . Ž .on MM if D is considered as an *C M -derivation C MM 
Ž . l lŽ . lC MM ; its value at   M is the vector D corresponding to
Ž . l Ž . Ž . l1lthe *C M -derivation  D: C MM  C M  . The fol- Ž .
lowing results can be easily proved.
PROPOSITION 1.3. The ertical prolongation of a ector field D on M to
lŽ . lŽ .l lthe fibre bundle  :  M M is R -inariant. The ectors of V  M 
are the alues at  l of ertical prolongations to MM of ector fields on M.
PROPOSITION 1.4. The ertical prolongation preseres the Lie bracket
DEFINITION 1.5. By a linear system of partial differential equations of
Ž l .order l on M we mean an ideal I of C J TM locally finitely generated
by linear functions on the fibres. We will say that I is completely integrable
l Ž .if there is a solution of I through each point of H  I .0
For each r 0 we denote by I r the prolongation of the ideal I of
Ž l . Ž lr . rC J TM to C J TM . I is another linear system of partial differ-
lr Ž r .ential equations whose set of zeros will be denoted by H  I . The0
following result allows us to consider each linear system as a distribution
lŽ .on  M .
PROPOSITION 1.6. Each linear system of partial differential equations
Ž l . lŽ . lI C J TM defines on  M a ertical R -inariant distribution. If
this distribution is inolutie then the Lie bracket of two ector fields on M,
l Ž .solutions of I, is a solution of I. If H  I is a ectorial fibre bundle, the0
lŽ .distribution defined on  M is regular with constant rank.
Proof. Let H l be the subspace of zeros of I in J l TM. For eachq q
l lŽ . Ž l . l  M with    q the compositions of the vectors of H withq
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l Ž 	1 . l lŽ .l l l l form a subspace L  R H of V  M . Thus L is a   Ž . 
vertical R l -invariant distribution and the condition for a field D tangent
lŽ .to M to be a solution of I is that its vertical prolongation to  M be a
section of the distribution L. This proves the first assertion; the remainder
is a straightforward consequence from definitions.
Remark. Let D l  J l TM; its composition with each l th orderi Žq. q
l 0 l Ž . llframe q at q q is a derivation q D : C M  , which wen n n i Žq. n
ˇ l Ž  .l lidentify with its attached vector D  T M see 12 . For each q q nn m
Ž l . Ž .l l lAut  ,  D   D D by definition. The differential ofn q q  Žq .n n nl ˇ l lŽ .the diffeomorphism between  M and M assigns to each vector D p n 
l lŽ . l l l ll l l l l D  V  M the vector p D  p  D i   Ž .  n  n i   Ž .
ˇ l l Ž .l lT M , hence the restriction to the fibre  M of the verticalŽ p   . n pn lŽ .prolongation to  M of a vector field D on M corresponds to the
ˇ lprolongation of D to M .n
Let H l be a vector subbundle of J l TM, then the function which
l ˇ l l ˇ ll l lassigns to each q M the subspace H  T M of all vectors D n n q q n qn n nl l 0 Ž l .l lq D when D runs through H , with q q , is an Aut  -in-n i Žq. i Ž q. q n n
variant, regular with constant rank distribution, associated with the special-
l Ž .ization of L to  M .p
2. NONLINEAR LIE EQUATIONS AND PSEUDOGROUPS
l lŽ .DEFINITION 2.1. A smooth submanifold R of  M will be called a
nonlinear Lie equation if
Ž . l1  : R M is a fibred manifold.
Ž . lŽ . l2 For each pM, i p R .
Ž . l l ll l3 For each  R , the translation R transforms R into  Ž .
l l l l Ž l .l l lR , where R and R are the fibres of  : R M at   Ž .  Ž .  Ž .
Ž l .and   respectively.
The set of all local transformations of M solutions of a nonlinear Lie
equation R l form a pseudogroup P which is a Lie pseudogroup if R l is
completely integrable.
DEFINITION 2.2. By an infinitesimal transformation of a nonlinear Lie
equation R l we mean a vector field D on M such that each local
one-parameter group generated by D is a solution of R l.
Let D be a vector field on M; for each pM there exist an open
Ž .neighborhood U of p and a local one-parameter group  : 		 , 	 U
 4M generated by D. The local transformations id  of MMt t Ž		 , 	 .
lŽ .define on  M a local one-parameter group generated by the vertical
lŽ .prolongation of D to  M . If D is an infinitesimal transformation of
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l l l 	1Ž .the Lie equation R and  R   U , then from Definition 2.1 it
Ž . l l  lfollows that id      R ; thus the vertical prolongation oft t
D is tangent to R l. Conversely, if D is a vector field on M whose vertical
lŽ . l lprolongation to J M is tangent to R , then R is a smooth manifold
invariant under the local one-parameter groups id  , in particulart
Ž .Ž lŽ .. l lid  i q  j  R , for each qDom  , hence D is an in-t q t t
finitesimal transformation of R l.
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let R l be a nonlinear Lie equation. A necessary and
sufficient condition for a ector field D on M to be an infinitesimal transforma-
l lŽ . ltion of R is that the ertical prolongation of D to  M be tangent to R .
PROPOSITION 2.4. The sheaf of local infinitesimal transformations of a
nonlinear Lie equation is a sheaf of Lie algebras.
   The Lie pseudogroups considered by Lie 9 , Kuranishi 8 , and Ro-
 drigues 14 are always generated by local automorphisms of M, obtained
by integrating a certain sheaf of Lie algebras, which motivates the follow-
ing definition.
DEFINITION 2.5. By a regular Lie pseudogroup P we mean the pseu-
dogroup of all solutions of a completely integrable nonlinear Lie equation
R l, such that for each  lR l the vertical tangent space V l R l is
generated by the values at  l of all vertical prolongations of infinitesimal
transformations of R l.
Remark. Let P be a transitive regular Lie pseudogroup defined by the
nonlinear Lie equation R l and let us denote by R l the fibre at pM ofp
the source projection; then the target projection  : R lM is a principalp
fibre bundle, diffeomorphic to a reduction of the l th order frame bundle
ˇ l ˇ lM M. Moreover, P if and only if the prolongation of  to Mn n
preserves this reduction.
3. FIRST AND SECOND LIE THEOREMS FOR
LIE EQUATIONS
In this section we give the reciprocal relation between the nonlinear and
linear Lie equations and characterize the linear Lie equations which
define regular Lie pseudogroups. The reduced form of a nonlinear Lie
equation is obtained by means of their differential invariants on a suitable
l th order frame bundle.
Ž . lTHEOREM 3.1 First Lie Theorem . Let R be a nonlinear Lie equation;
its local infinitesimal transformations form a sheaf of Lie algebras, L , the
solution sheaf of a linear system of partial differential equations H l. If R l
defines a regular Lie pseudogroup, then H l is completely integrable.
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Proof. For each pM, V l R l is identified, by Theorem 1.1, with ai Ž p.
subspace of J l TV which we denote H l, whose dimension is independentp p
of pM. As i l : MR l is a global section of  : R lM, H l
 H l is a vector subbundle of J l TMM. It is clear that thepM p
infinitesimal transformations of R l are the solutions of the linear system
of partial differential equations H l.
Conversely, if D is a vector field on M solution of H l, then D l H li Ž q. q
l l Ž 	1 .l l l l l V R for each qM; therefore D   D  R Di Ž q.  i Ž q.  i Ž q.
l l l Ž l .l V R for each  R with q   , and D is an infinitesimal
transformation of R l.
Let R l be a nonlinear Lie equation which defines a regular Lie
l lŽ .pseudogroup; since each vector of H is the value at i p of an infinitesi-p
l lmal transformation of R , then H is completely integrable.
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let R l be a nonlinear Lie equation and H l the
associated linear system of partial differential equations; the mapping
R l  H l V R lM
 l , D l l   lD l lž /i   Ž . i   Ž .
is a smooth -isomorphism of fibre bundles oer M, when the fibred product is
defined considering  : R lM.
Proof. It is by straightforward verification by Corollary 1.2 and the
ldefinition of H .
DEFINITION 3.3. By a linear Lie equation H l on M we mean a vector
subbundle of J l TMM such that the global sections of H lM form
a Lie subalgebra of the Lie algebra of the global sections of J l TMM.
If H l is completely integrable we will say that the solution sheaf, L , is an
infinitesimal Lie pseudogroup.
The linear system H l attached to a nonlinear Lie equation R l defines
lŽ . lon  M a vertical, R -invariant, regular with constant rank distribution
L. Since L is locally generated by cross-sections of H lM, understood
lŽ .las R -invariant vector fields on  M , L is involutive and tangent to
R l, therefore H l is a linear Lie equation.
Ž .THEOREM 3.4 Second Lie Theorem . The linear system of partial differ-
ential equations H l associated with a nonlinear Lie equation is a linear Lie
equation. Conersely, each linear Lie equation H l is associated with a
nonlinear Lie equation R l such that for each pM there is an open
lŽ . lŽ . lneighborhood U of i p in M where the local equations of R in an
open subset of R lU are
J  l  J i l   l , . . . , J  l  J i l   l ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 1 s s
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J , . . . , J being a local basis of the ring of first integrals of the inolutie,1 s
l ˇ lregular with constant rank distribution which H determines on M .n
Proof. The first part follows from the above discussion. Conversely, a
l lŽ . llinear Lie equation H determines on  M a vertical, R -invariant,
completely integrable distribution L. For each point pM let R l be thep
lŽ . lŽ .maximal integral submanifold through i p ; as the submanifolds i M
l lŽ . l land R are transversal at i p , the space R  R is a smoothp pM p
lŽ . l l Ž l . lŽ Ž l ..lsubmanifold of  M . For each point  of R , R   i   ,
then the translation R l transforms the maximal integral manifold R l l  Ž .
onto the maximal integral manifold R l l , therefore R l is a nonlinear Ž .
Lie equation.
Ž .Let y , . . . , y  C M be a coordinate system on an open subset U of1 n
M; for each pU let us denote by p l the l th order frame at p p0n n
Ž l . Ž . Ž .defined by y p  y p  x i 1, . . . , n . The mappingi n i i
	1 ˇ l U UMŽ . n
 l p , p l lŽ .n
Ž 0. l lis a diffeomorphism when    p and p  is a homomorphismn
  ˇ lŽ . Ž .specialized to *C M . Therefore, we can consider C M as a subringm
Ž 	1Ž .. 	1Ž .of C  U . Choosing  U smaller if necessary, we can take an
lŽ .open subset U, containing i p , and functions J , . . . , J belonging to1 s
 ˇ l Ž . Ž .C M  C U which form a local basis of the ring of first integrals ofn
ˇ l lthe distribution L on M ; therefore for each point  of an openn
lŽ . lneighborhood of i p in UR we have
J  l  J i l   l , . . . , J  l  J i l   lŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 1 s s
 by the global Frobenius theorem 13 .
COROLLARY 3.5. Let R l be a nonlinear Lie equation on a connected
l lŽ .smooth manifold M. R and its connected component containing i M are
associated with the same linear Lie equation H l.
Proof. It is a straightforward verification.
COROLLARY 3.6. A linear Lie equation on a connected smooth manifold
is completely integrable if and only if the associated nonlinear Lie equation is
the definer system of a regular Lie pseudogroup.
Proof. The linear Lie equation associated with a regular Lie pseu-
dogroup is completely integrable by Theorem 3.1.
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Conversely, if H l is a completely integrable linear Lie equation and L
is its solution sheaf, we will denote by L l its value at each  lR l. Let
P be the pseudogroup of all local transformations of M generated by L ;
each transformation   P can be locally expressed as  
   


 , when each  belongs to some local one-parameter group1 2 k i
generated by local sections of L . The local automorphism id  pre-i
serves R l, by definition of infinitesimal transformations of R l ; hence for
each point pDom  is
j l id   


 id  i l p R l ,Ž . Ž . Ž .p 1 k
that is to say, all the elements of P are solutions of R l.
Since H l is completely integrable, the sections of H lM have local
basis formed by vector fields on M and, applying the global Frobenius
lŽ .theorem, for each pM there is an open neighborhood of i p in the
l lŽ .associated nonlinear Lie equation R which is the orbit of i p by P. On
the other hand, since the translation R l leaves L invariant there exists
an open neighborhood of each  lR l in R l which is the orbit of  l by
P; in particular, the local automorphisms belonging to P form an open
subset of R l. A the orbits of P split up R l into a disjoint union of
connected open subsets and R l is connected, it follows that there is only
one orbit of P in R l, i.e., R l is completely integrable; since V l R l L l , 
P is a regular Lie pseudogroup.
4. INTEGRABILITY CONDITIONS
This section is devoted to the study of the prolongations of Lie equa-
tions. We will show that a Lie equation satisfies certain formal integrability
conditions if and only if they are verified by its attached linear equation.
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let R l be a nonlinear Lie equation and H l its
associated linear equation. For each  lR l the translation R	1l establishes
an isomorphism between the symbol of R l at  l and the symbol of H l at any
point of H l l . Ž .
lŽ . lŽ . l	1Ž .l l l	1Proof. Let Q  M be the kernel of V  M  V  M .  
l l l l lŽ . ll l l lThe symbol of R at  is G  V  Q  M . Since V R 
   
Ž 	1 . l l l ll l l lR H and H Q J TM is the symbol of H at any point  Ž .  Ž .  Ž .
of H l l , and the mapping Ž .
	1 l l
l l lR  : Q J TMQ  MŽ .Ž .  Ž . 
D l l   lD l li   Ž . i   Ž .
is an isomorphism, the proposition follows.
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Our next goal is to show that, in the same way as the vectors of J l TM
give, by means of the translations R l , the vectors of J l TM give the
lŽ .vertical tangent space to  M .
lŽ .lLEMMA 4.2. Let  : M X be a surjectie submersion. Then V J M
l Ž . l lŽ . l Ž . ll l
 J VM for each   J M , where J VM is the fibre at  of the 
lŽ . lŽ .natural projection J VM  J M induced by VMM.
l lŽ . lŽ l . Ž . Ž . lProof. Let   J M with    p and  p  x. If C M 
Ž . l1 Ž .is identified with C X  , each algebra homomorphism C VM x
Ž . l1 Ž . lC X  whose restriction to C M is the jet  determines, byx
composing it with the differential,
 : C M  C VMŽ . Ž .
f  f where  f p , D D f ,Ž .p p
Ž . l Ž . Ž . l1a C X -derivation at  from C M to C X  . This derivationx
land the jet  characterize the considered homomorphism.
The surjective submersion
V  l M  J l TMŽ .
	1l l
l l , D   DŽ .ž / 
is a morphism of fibre bundles over M when the target projection  :
lŽ . Ž l . M M is considered, and it identifies the ring C J TM with a
Ž lŽ ..subring of C V  M .
rŽ lŽ .. l , r rŽ lŽ ..Each element of J V  M over   J  M is an algebra
Ž lŽ .. Ž . r1l , 0homomorphism from C V  M onto C M  ; its restriction to Ž .
Ž .*C M is the composition of the natural homomorphism onto
Ž . r 1 0, r Ž . r 1l , 0 l ,0C M  and the projection  : C M   Ž .  Ž .
Ž . r1 Ž l .l , 0C M  ; hence its restriction to C J TM as a subring of Ž .
Ž lŽ .. Ž l .C V  M is the composition of a homomorphism from C J TM
Ž . r1 0, r Ž . r1 Ž . r1l , 0 l , 0 l , 0onto C M  with  : C M   C M  . Ž .  Ž .  Ž .
Ž l . Ž . r1l , 0Since the restriction of the homomorphism C J TM  C M  Ž .
Ž . r Ž l .l , 0to C M is the natural homomorphism, it is a point of J J TM ; Ž .
this fact will be useful in the following.
rŽ lŽ ..l , rPROPOSITION 4.3. The ertical space V J  M is isomorphic to
r Ž lŽ ..l , rJ V  M . Moreoer, two elements of this space coincide if and only if
Ž l .their specializations to C J TM coincide, that is to say, they gie the same
rŽ l .point of J J TM .
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Proof. The first assertion is obtained by applying the previous lemma
lŽ .to the source projection  :  M M. On the other hand, if an
r Ž lŽ ..l , relement of J V  M is considered as a homomorphism from
Ž lŽ .. Ž . r1 Ž lŽ .. l , rl , 0C V  M onto C M  , its restriction to C  M is  , Ž .
hence it is completely determined by the image of the elements of
Ž l . lŽ . l lŽ .C J TM because  M  J TM
 V  M by Corollary 1.2, andM
Ž lŽ . l .the ring C  M  J TM is the completion of the tensor product,M
  l  lŽ . Ž Ž .. Ž .over C M , of C  M and C J TM .
The analogue of this proposition for linear Lie equations is the following
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let H l be a linear Lie equation on a connected smooth
manifold M and let R l be the attached nonlinear Lie equation. For each
l , r rŽ l . rŽ l . r Ž l .l , r l , r  J R there is an isomorphism V J R 
 J V R , and two 
Ž l .elements of this space coincide if and only if their specializations to C H
rŽ l .coincide, that is to say, they determine the same point of J H .
Proof. The first statement is obtained when Lemma 4.2 is applied to
the fibred manifold  : R lM; the remainder is an analogue to the
l l lproof of Proposition 4.3, because R  H 
 V R by Proposition 3.2.M
l lŽ .Each section D of J TMM determines on  M a vertical vector
field invariant under the translations R l , hence D can be considered as a
Ž lŽ ..derivation of the ring C  M and we can give the following definition
that, together with the two propositions above, gives the key to prolongate
the linear Lie equations.
DEFINITION 4.5. If D is a section of J l TMM, its alue at the point
l , r rŽ lŽ .. rŽ lŽ ..l , r  J  M is the vector of V J  M attached to the
Ž .*C M -derivation
D l , r   l , rD : C  l M  C M  r1l , 0 .Ž . Ž .Ž .  Ž .
As a consequence of Proposition 4.3, the value D l , r of D depends only
l , r Ž l , 0.on  and the r-jet of D at   .
rŽ l . rŽ lŽ ..The space J H defines a distribution on J  M whose value at
l , r r Ž l .l , 0each point  is the vertical subspace defined by J H according Ž .
to Proposition 4.4.
r Ž l .l , 0From Proposition 4.4 it follows that if for each vector of J H we Ž .
choose a representative section D of H lM, the value of D at  l , r
depends only on  l , r and the vector considered, understood as the
Ž l . Ž . r1l , 0composition of a homomorphism from C H onto C M  with Ž .
the algebraic homomorphism  0, r; therefore the distribution defined on
rŽ lŽ .. rŽ l .J  M by J H has constant rank. The following result completes
its description.
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PROPOSITION 4.6. Let H l and R l be as in Proposition 4.4. The distribu-
rŽ lŽ .. rŽ l .tion defined on J  M by J H is inolutie and has constant rank.
rŽ l .The fibre of the manifold J R at each point pM is a maximal
dimensional solution of this distribution.
Proof. Each section D of H lM gives a vertical vector field on
rŽ lŽ .. rŽ l .J  M tangent to J R ; this field is the vertical prolongation of the
lŽ .vector field defined by D on  M , hence Lie brackets are preserved.
l , r rŽ lŽ .. rŽ l .l , rLet   J  M ; by Proposition 4.4 each element of V J R
l r Ž l .l , 0is the value of a cross-section of H , hence the fibre J R is the Ž .
maximal dimensional solution of the distribution determined on
r l r lŽ Ž .. Ž .J  M by J H .
PROPOSITION 4.7. Let H l and R l be as aboe. If H lr and R lr are
their respectie r-prolongations, then
	1lr lr
lr lr lrV R  R  HŽ .   Ž .
for each point  lr R lr.
lr lr Ž .lr lrProof. By definition, V R is the vector subspace of V  M 
Ž .whose elements are the vectors which, when considered as *C M -de-
Ž lŽ .. Ž . r1lrivations from C  M into C M  , annihilate the ideal I Ž .
Ž l . lr rŽ l . lr Ž .lr lr lrI R ; hence V R  V J R  V  M . Then the state-  
ment is a consequence of the fact that the vectors are determined by  lr
r Ž l . lr lrlr lr lrand the vectors of J H  J TMH , and for each Ž .  Ž .  Ž .
lr 	1Ž . Ž .lr lr lr lr lr lrD  V  M we have D  R  D .    i   Ž .
If we use Proposition 4.7, the following result may be proved in much
the same way as Proposition 4.1 was.
COROLLARY 4.8. Under the aboe assumptions, for each  lr R lr
the symbol of R lr at  lr is isomorphic to the symbol of H lr at each point
of H lrlr . Ž .
PROPOSITION 4.9. Let H l be a linear Lie equation on M. For each r 0
lr lr Ž . lrthe distribution determined by H on  M is inolutie. If H is a
subbundle of J lr TM, then it is a linear Lie equation.
lr rŽ l . lrProof. By definition, H  J H  J TM. The distributions in-
rŽ l . lr rŽ lŽ ..duced by J H and J TM on J  M are involutive, hence the
lr lr Ž .same is true for their intersection H when restricted to  M . The
remainder is obvious.
THEOREM 4.10. Let H l be a linear Lie equation on a connected smooth
manifold M and let R l be the attached nonlinear Lie equation. Then the
equation H l erifies the hypothesis of Goldschmidt ’s criterion of formal
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integrability if and only if they are erified by R l in a neighbourhood of
lŽ .i M .
Proof. If R l1R l is an affine fibre bundle, the fibre at each point
l l l1 l1 l1 R is a manifold of constant dimension; if  ,  R be-
long to the fibre at  l, then its difference belongs to G l1l  T l1 R l1 
l1Ž . l1l1 l1Q  M . By Corollary 4.8 the kernel of the mapping H   Ž .
H l l is isomorphic to G l1l . As Ž . 
dim T l1 R l1  dim T l R l dim G l1l  
we have
n dim H l1l1  n dim H l l  dim G l1l , Ž .  Ž . 
and the mapping H l1l1 H l l is onto, hence H l1H l is an affine Ž .  Ž .
fibred bundle.
Conversely, if H l1H l is an affine fibre bundle, then by the above
proposition H l1 is a linear Lie equation; by Proposition 4.7, V l1 R l1
Ž .	1 l1 l1 l1 l1l1 l1 R  H for each  R . Since the fibre R is the  Ž . p
l1 l1Ž .maximal dimensional solution of H through i p , its connected
l1Ž . l1 l1Ž .component containing i p , R , is transverse to i M ; thus0 p
R l1  R l1 is a manifold and  : R l1M is a surjective0 pM 0 p 0
submersion.
The mapping T l1 R l1 T l R l is onto because it is compatible with 
the projection onto T l M and H l1H l is an affine fibred bundle. Ž .
l1 lŽ . lTherefore the image of R is an open neighborhood of i M in R . If0
we restrict ourselves to this set, as the symbols of R l and H l are
isomorphic, the proof is complete.
5. THE CARTAN FORM
 In this section we use the techniques developed in 12 to give a new
 definition of the contact 1-form of 4, p. 206 and use it to define the
canonical form on the fibre bundle of invertible l-jets. Finally, we give a
global formulation of Cartan’s characterization of Lie pseudogroups.
l lŽ . lŽ l .Let  : M X be a fibred manifold,   J M , and x   ; as
  lwas shown in 12 ,  can be considered as an algebraic homomorphism
Ž . Ž . l1 Ž .from C M to C X  whose restriction to C X is the naturalx
Ž . Žhomomorphism or as an ideal of C M the kernel of that homomor-
.phism .
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  l lŽ .According to Theorem 2.4.1 of 12 , for each   J M the tangent
lŽ .lspace T J M is isomorphic to the vector space
Der C M , C M  l Der C M  l , C M  l .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž / ž / m  m m
l Ž . llLet D be a tangent vector to J M at  and D 
Ž Ž . Ž . l .Der C M , C M  be a representative of the quotient class at-
ltached to D ; we will denote by D the projection of D to
  l	1  l1Ž Ž . Ž . . Ž .Der C M , C M  . The restriction of D to C X maps  x
into 0, hence D splits as the composition of the natural homomorphism
Ž . Ž . l1 Ž . l1 Ž . lC X  C X  and a derivation C X   C X x x x
˜ l Ž .which we will denote by D. Since the restriction of  : C M 
 l Ž . Ž .C M  to C X is the natural homomorphism, the restriction of D
 l l ˜ ˜Ž . Ž .to C X splits as D , therefore D	D is a C X -derivation
Ž . Ž . lfrom C M into C M  .
l l	1˜ Ž .l	1 lD	D is a vector of V J M which depends only on D ; if 
l lD applies  in 0 then D splits, by the natural homomorphism  :
  l l l˜ ˜Ž . Ž .C M  C M  , as D and D	D  0.
We have defined at each  l a projection
 Ž l .l : T l J l V  V l	1 J l	1 MŽ . Ž .  
l˜lD D	D
lŽ .which we call the contact 1-form on J M . This 1-form depends on the
mapping  : M X. Our next proposition states that the kernel of  Ž l .
does not depend on  : M X, but only on M.
PROPOSITION 5.1. The alue of the contact 1-form  Ž l . at each point
l lŽ . Ž l . lŽ . l	1Ž .l l l	1  J M is the projection  : T J M  V J M , which oer  
the ertical ectors is the natural projection and whose kernel is the space of all
Ž . Ž . l lrepresentatie deriations D: C M  C M  which apply the ideal 
to  l	1 l.
Proof. The first assertion is a direct consequence of the definition of
 Ž l .l . A vector D l belongs to the kernel of  Ž l .l if it is the quotient class  
  l l˜Ž . Ž .of some derivation D: C M  C M  such that DD , in
l l l	1 lother words, such that D applies  to 0 and D maps  into   .
Conversely, if D applies  l to  l	1 l, then  l is annihilated by
l l ˜ ˜ Ž .D	D ; therefore D	D  0 because it is a C X -derivation
 l Ž . Ž .and C X    C M .
Ž l . lŽ .DEFINITION 5.2. The canonical 1-form  on  M is at each point
l lŽ . Ž l . lŽ . l	1 Ž .l l l  M the projection  : T  M  J T M obtained as   Ž .
Ž l	1 .	1 Ž l .l  .
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Ž l . lŽ .PROPOSITION 5.3. The alue of the canonical 1-form  on  M at
l lŽ . Ž l . lŽ . l	1 Ž .l l leach point   M is the projection  : T  M  J T M   Ž .
Ž l .Ž . Ž l	1 .	1l l l l	1which maps each ertical ector D into  D   D and   
whose kernel is that of  Ž l .l .
Proof. It is a straightforward verification by Proposition 5.1 and the
Ž l .definition of the  .
l lŽ .PROPOSITION 5.4. For each point   M , each l th order frame at
Ž l . l Ž .p   determines a diffeomorphism between the fibre  M and thep
ˇ l Ž l . l Ž .l th order frame bundle M . Moreoer, the specialization of  to  Mn p
ˇ lcoincides with the specialization to M of the canonical 1-form on the bundlen
ˇ l	1of linear frames on M .n
l ˇ l 0Proof. If we chose an l th order frame p M at p  p, then n n
l ˇ lŽ .differential of the diffeomorphism from J M into M maps eachp n
vertical vector D l into D l p lD l , with q l p l l, when D l is q n  n n n
Ž . Ž .considered as an *C M -derivation from C M  M into
Ž . l1 Ž . l	1 l	1C M  , specialized to *C M . We write q , D for thep n qn
natural projections of q l and D l respectively.n qn
Ž l .	1 Ž .l l lSince D  q D is a derivation from C M intoi   Ž . n qn
 l1 l ˇ l l	1Ž .C M  and the frame q M at q is the algebraic isomor-q n n n
phism
l l l	1 ˇ l	1l	1q : Der  ,  T MŽ .n  n n q nn
Z q l Z  Zq l ,Ž .n n
Ž l . ˇ l ˇ l	1 Ž l .Ž .lthen the canonical 1-form  on M M is defined to be  Dn n qn
Ž l .	1 l	1 q D .n qn Ž l .Ž .lIf we denote  D  Z, thenqn
	1l l	1 l	1 l	1
l	1 l	1 l	1 lZq D  q  q D  q DŽ .n q n n q n i   Ž .n n
and
Ž l . D l q l q l	1 Ž l . D l .Ž .Ž .q n n n
Ž . l lŽ .THEOREM 5.5 Cartan’s Characterization . Let R  M be a com-
pletely integrable nonlinear Lie equation. There is a one-to-one correspondence
between the local automorphisms of M solutions of R l and the local fibre
automorphisms of the fibred manifold  : R lM which presere the restric-
tion of the canonical 1-form to R l and whose projections by  are the
identity.
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Proof. Let  be a local transformation of M: we first prove that
 id * Ž l .  Ž l . .Ž .
l lŽ . Ž l . Ž . lFor each   M at p   Dom  we have  id  
Ž 	1 . l Ž . Ž l . Ž l . * , then both  id * and  take values into the samep
Ž Ž . Žspace and coincide over vertical vectors. If DDer C MM , C M
. l . lŽ . Žl lM  is representative of the vector D  T  M , then  
. Ž . 	1 Ž . l Žlid D is represented by  id * D  id *. Let   
. 	1 l Ž . l l	1 lid *  , as ideals of C MM ; D sends  to   if and only if
Ž . 	1 Ž . l l	1 l Ž . Ž l . id * D  id * sends  to   ; thus  id * and
Ž l . Ž . Ž l . Ž l . have the same kernel, and  id *   by Proposition 5.3.
Let  be a solution of R l, then the local transformation  id of
lŽ . lMM induces a local transformation of  M which preserves R and
satisfies the statement. Conversely, let F be a local fibre automorphism of
the fibred manifold  : R lM such that F* Ž l .  Ž l . and F .
By hypothesis the local diffeomorphism  of M,
   l   F  l ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
l Ž l . Ž . lwhere  Dom F, is well defined. We will see that F    id 
Ž  .	1 l  l Ž Ž l ..	1 Ž l .   ; in other words,     F  , where p   .p p
To prove this we will take a local diffeomorphism of M, s: UM, defined
on an open subset U of M, as a solution of R l such that j l s  l. Forp
Ž .each xU and each D  T M we havex x
 Ž l . F j ls D   l	1 F j l s  Ž l . F j ls DŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .x l x x
by the definition of  Ž l .. Since F Ž l .  Ž l .,
 Ž l . F j ls D   Ž l . j ls D  0;Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .x x
Ž l . Ž l Ž ..therefore the contact 1-form  vanishes on F j s U . Hence there is a
Ž .cross-section s of  : MMM, defined on the open subset  U ,
Ž l . lsuch that F j s  j s for each xU. By applying  to both sides ofx  Ž x .
  Ž  .	1this equality we find that s s, thus   s  s for all xU;x x  Ž x .
 l l 	1Ž Ž ..in particular,     F  .p
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